CAMPUS LOGISTICS
For FALL QUARTER, 2002

Residence Hall
Surrounding streets and walks are open

University Pavilion
Anticipate opening October 2002
Plaza construction will continue during fall quarter
Building access will be provided from McMicken Circle and CCM
Service vehicle traffic is via Service Dr. (around Blegen & Teachers/Dyer)

McMicken Hall Window Replacement
Work will be suspended for the quarter if project is not complete by then

TUC
Stadium gate 7 is blocked (access provided for game days)
Pedestrians around north end of CCM routed to the CCM plaza and to east concourse
CCM / TUC bridge construction will require periodic closures to pedestrians on Service Drive
Service Drive pedestrian traffic can detour through the CCM garage to get to Corry /Nippert

MainStreet Infrastructure
North end zone remains blocked to pedestrians (accessible only for Athletics & emergency use)
North bound pedestrian traffic (from CCM area) encouraged to use the east concourse
Bookstore dock remains open to deliveries
Pedestrian to/from north side of Laurence routed to the east around the bookstore
Next phase of fencing will be erected in December

Safety / Wayfinding
Construction deliveries are restricted during the 1st 3 days of the quarter
Construction deliveries are also restricted during class breaks
Deputy sheriffs will remain posted at McMicken and Bookstore gates